6th Grade Summer Reading
2021
Mrs. Shannon Pazos
Welcome to 6th grade ELA!! You are to choose one book from the list below for your
summer reading novel. A special Summer Reading Google Classroom has been set up for
your convenience to submit assignments and ask questions. The class code for this summer
is d5vfg64_. I will also post check in questions throughout the summer and you are to
“Check In” at least 5 times to short prompts or questions. This will count towards 15
points of your writing grade for your project.
This project is due to be turned in on the first day of school, August 5, 2021.

Lexile Level and book title

Author

(560-950) The Secret Garden

Frances Hodgson Burnett

(660-980) Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

Mark Twain

(680) Tangerine

Edward Bloor

(710-1300) Little Women

Louisa May Alcott

(760) Anastasia Has the Answers

Lois Lowry

(940) Heat

Mike Lupica

(890-1070) Treasure Island

Robert Louis Stevenson

(1010) The Bad Beginning

Lemony Snicket

I will provide you with a more expansive Ipick list for the year when we get to school. We will
have IPick projects each quarter that will have a written and creative portion like the summer
reading.

6th Grade ELA Creative Project (40 points)

Excellence

Working Towards
Excellence
(5 points)

Needs Improvement

Followed all instructions
given:
-Google Slide presentation
(3-5 slides)
Include relative details about
your novel and serve as visual
support to your typed
summary.

Some directions are followed
that have been given.

Student shows minimal effort
to follow directions.

(- 5) for not having the slide
minimum or not using the
slide to support your typed
summary

(-8) student shows no
connection to the novel with
the visual support asked for
with the slide

Grammar

(0-3) spelling or grammar
errors made

(3-8) spelling or grammar
errors made

(8+) spelling or grammar
errors made

Creativity

Student used appropriate
images and words to depict
the message from their book

Student used SOME
appropriate words or images
to depict the message from
their book.

Student’s message was a bit
confusing or difficult to
understand.

Deadline Met

Turned in on the first day of
school in class.

Turned in by Friday of that
week.

(10 points)
Directions

(2 points)

6th Grade ELA Rubric Writing Score (60 points) (Please prepare a short summary without
giving the ending away.) ** I will send a video message closer to July 4th to clarify as many
details as I can.
Needs Improvement

(15 points each)

Working toward
Excellence
(10 points)

Followed all instructions
given:

Some directions are followed
that have been given.

Student shows minimal effort
to follow directions.

12 point/ readable font

(-5) for each of the focus
points not followed

(-10) for each of the focus
points not followed.

Excellence Achieved

Directions

(5 points)

5-8 sentences in each
paragraph/

Grammar

(0-3) spelling or grammar
errors made

(3-8) spelling or grammar
error made

(8+) spelling or grammar
errors made

Knowledge of Book

Excellent knowledge of bookGood details used in student’s
writing

Some knowledge of the novel

Poor knowledge of book.

Minimal details are used in
student’s writing

No details are used in the
student's writing.

5 entries are made in the
Summer Google Classroom
Journal page

(3-4)entries are made in
Summer Google Classroom
journal page

(2) Two entries or less are
made in Summer Google
Classroom journal page

Summer Journal
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